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This invention relates to heat exchangers. 
More particularly, it relates to improvements in 
heat exchangers of the plate and gasket type. 

It is an object of this invention to provide a 
one-piece gasket for plate and gasket type heat 
exchangers in which gasket full protection is pro 
vided against leakage between channels or pas 
sageways sealed thereby. 
A further object is to provide a heat exchanger 

adapted to handle food products and comprising 
a one-piece gasket construction sealing a plu 
rality of channels or passageways and including 
means in the gasket for preventing leakage be 
tween such channels or passageways. 

Still another object is to provide a one-piece 
gasket for heat exchangers of the plate and gas 
ket type which gasket seals a plurality of chan 
nels or passageways and is provided with means 
for directing to the exterior of the heat ex 
changer any material which may leak from such 
channels or passageways. 

Still another object is to provide a one-piece 
gasket for heat exchangers of the plate and gas 
ket type which gasket is adapted to seal a plu 
rality of channels or passageways and comprises 
means for directing leakage from such channels 
or passageways to the atmosphere and means for 
supporting adjacent plates in the vicinity of open 
ings formed through such plates. 

Still another object is to provide heat ex 
changers comprising gaskets of the type described 
in the preceding objects. 

Still another object is to provide heat ex 
changer construction of the plate and gasket type 
including readily demountable means for hang 
ing plates therein. 

Still another object is to provide a cold plate 
for a heat exchanger of the plate and gasket type 
comprising an expansion chamber for. refrigerant 
gas. 

Still another object is to provide a novel gasket 
construction adapted to be used with such cold 
plate. ‘ 

A still further object is to provide a heat ex 
changer »comprising such a cold plate. 
A still further object is to provide a heat ex. 

changer comprising such a cold plate and a novel 
gasket construction adapted to be used with such 
cold plate. 
Other objects will appear hereinafter. 
It has now been found that the foregoing ob 

jects may be accomplished by the structures illus 
trated in the accompanying drawings which form 
a part of this specification and which are in 
cluded in order that the invention may be better 
understood and in which Fig. 1 is a view in per 
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2 
spective of a heat exchanger embodying features 
of the present invention. 

Fig. 2 is a second view in perspective of the 
device shown in Fig. 1, but viewing it from the 
end opposite to that in which it is viewed in 
Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged fragmentary vertical cross 
sectional view through the device shown in Fig. 1 
on the line 3-3. 

Fig. 4 is a further view in perspective, similar 
l, to the View shown in Fig. 1 but illustrating the 
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device in open position to facilitate cleaning. 
Fig. 5 is a vertical cross sectional view on the 

line 5-5 in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 6 is an exploded view in perspective, illus 

A trating the gasket and typical plate constructions. 
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Fig. '7 is a fragmentary vertical cross sectional 
view on the line 'I--l of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 8 is a diagrammatic view illustrating the 
ilow of ñuids through the device shown in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 9 is an exploded View in perspective, illus 
trating the plate and gasket members employed 
in another embodiment of the invention. 

Fig. 10 is a fragmentary vertical cross sec 
tional view through a heat exchanger embodying 
elements shown in Fig. 9 and taken on the line 
IU--IU of Fig. 9. 

Fig. 11 is a view similar to Fig. 10, illustrat 
ing still another embodiment of the invention. 

Fig. 12 is a view similar to Fig. 9 illustrating 
still another embodiment of the invention. 

Fig. 13 is a view in perspective showing the 
parts illustrated in Fig. 12 in assembled relation; 
and 

Fig. 14 is a fragmentary vertical cross sec 
tional view on the line I4--I4 in Fig. 13. 
Heat exchangers embodying the features of 

the present invention may be supported on any 
desired type of frame structure. The structure 
illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 has been found to 
possess certain advantages in use, but the inven 
tion is not intended to be limited thereto. This 
preferred structure includes vertically extend 
ing stationary head Il), rigidly connected by a 
series of spacer bars l2, I4, I'lì and I8 to a front 
piece 20. The head Ill and the front piece 20 
are preferably formed of relatively heavy rigid 
plate material, such as metal plate for example 
steel, the stationary head I0 preferably being 
from one and one-half to two or more inches 
thick. As will appear hereinafter, the front piece 
20 may be of lighter construction, being formed 
for example from three-fourths inch steel plate, 
although the invention is not intended to be 
limited to a front piece of this thickness. 
The spacer bars I2 and I4, in addition to co-I 
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operating with the stationary head I0 and front 
piece 20 to provide a rigid frame, serve as sup 
ports for the plate and gasket construction to be 
described. It is desirable in some cases to sus 
pend plates or gaskets or both from the top 
spacer bar I2 and at the same time to be able 
to remove the suspended members from the 
structure for cleaning. To this end the spacer 
bar I2 is formed as illustrated in Fig. 3. As 
may be seen in this ñgure, the spacer bar I2 
comprises a rod 22 extending between the head 
Iíl and the front piece 20 and terminating at 
its opposite ends in the plane of the inner ver-. 
tical face of the stationary head I0 and the 
front piece 26, respectively. The rod 272 is pref 
erably encased by a sleeve 24 which takes up 
some of the wear and which may for example be 
formed of stainless steel for sanitary purposes. 
The rod 22 is secured to the head I0 and front 
piece 29v respectively by suitable bolts, such for 
example as hex-head bolts 26 and 28 respec 
tively which are threaded into the opposite ends 
of the rod 22 as at 38 and 32. The bolts 26 and 
28 as may be seen extend through openings 34 
and 36 formed respectively in the stationary 
head I0 and the front piece 26.. Each of these 
openings 3.4 and 3_6 is preferably made large 
enough so that the rod 22 with the sleeve 24 
thereon may slide through the openings 34 and 
36 readily. Within the openings 34 and 35 
collars 38 and 48 respectively having outside di 
ameters approximating those of the openings 
34 and 36 and inside diameters just large enough 
to receive the bolts 26 and 28 serve to center the 
bolts 25 and 28 within the large openings 34 
and 36. It will be seen that the collars 38 and 
40 are of the same> length respectively as the 
members I0 and 20 through which they extend. 
Finally, the construction includes washers 42 and 
44 of larger diameter than the openings 34 and 
38 so that when the bolts 26 and 28 are threaded 
into the rod 22l to tightly clamp the collars 38 
and 46 respectively against the opposite ends of 
the rod 22 the washers 42 and 44 engaging the 
outer` faces respectively of the head Ii) and the 
front piece 2U position the inner faces` of the 
head I6 and front piece 20 in substantially the 
same plane with the ends of the rod 22, thereby 
providing the, desired rigid construction and 
spacing of the head Il! and front piece 20.. At 
the same time this construction permits of ready 
removal of the rod 2,2 With its sleeve 24 simply 
by removing one of the bolts 26 or 28 whereupon 
the rod 22 and its sleeve 24 may be Withdrawn 
through the opposite opening 34 or 315 as the case 
may be, permitting any hanging plates or gaskets 
suspended on the bar I2 to be taken out of> the 
machine. 
The spacer bar I4 is in some respects similar 

in construction to the bar I2 in that it includes 
a central rod-like portion 48 carrying a sleeve 4i. 
Since there is ordinarily no occasion for removing 
the bar I4, however, it may be secured to the sta 
tionary head Iß and the front piece 2G. in any 
desired manner, as for example by turning down 
the ends of the rodlike portion 43 and extending 
them through openings in the head Iii] and the 
front piece 28 where they can be secured and 
threading nutssuch as nut 48 onto the projecting 
ends of the bar I4. These nuts will clamp the 
head. I0 or front piece 28 against the shoulders 
on the rod 46 formed by turning down the ends 
as described. 
The bars I6 and I8 may be constructed as 

desired. InY the embodiment illustrated they con 
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4 
sist of rods the ends of which are turned down 
and threaded as described with respect to the 
rod 46. Nuts 48 secured on the threaded portions 
clamp the head l0 or front piece 20 as the case 
may be against the shoulder formed by turning 
the ends of the rods I6 or I8 down. It is pre 
ferred that the heat exchanger which is desig 
nated generally 5t’ be provided with suitable feet, 
such as feet 52, to facilitate movement. As may 
bevseen, the front piece 2e and head I0 are each 
provided- with two feet 52. 

Supported on the spacer bars I2 and I4 between 
the stationary head I8 and the front piece 20 is 
a follow head 54 which cooperates with the sta 
tionary head EG in clamping together the plates 
and gaskets as will be described. The follow head 
54, like the stationary head lü, is preferably 
formed or" a rigid material, for example steel plate 
and preferably has a thickness of the same gen 
eral order as the stationary head Iû as set forth 
above. As illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, the sta 
tionary head Iii and the front piece 26 are both 
longer than the foilou7 head 54 in order to support 
the plate and gasket assembly 56 in an elevated 
position where it is. conveniently accessible. It 
Will be understood, however, that the invention 
is not to be limited to this particular type, of 
arrangement. As is apparent from the drawings, 
the assembly of plates and gaskets previously 
referred to is supported on the spacer barsV I2 and 
i4 between the stationary head IE) and the follow 
head 54'. in the embodiment of the invention 
illustrated in Figs. l through 8, the plate and 
gasket assembly consists of a series of gaskets 
58 shaped and constructed as indicated in Fig. 6 
and arranged with a series of plates, including 
plates of two types represented by the platey 69 
and the plate 82, illustrated in Fig. 6. As best 
seen in Figs. 4 and '7, between each adjacent pair 
of gaskets 58 there is either a plate Gil or a plate 
62 so that the arrangement consists of plate, 
gasket, plate, gasket, plate, gasket, etc. To pre 
vent the gaskets. 5e and the plates 68 and 62 from 
falling oli` the spacer' bars I2' and I4 as soon as 

'E the clamping pressure is released, the gasket 58 
is provided with slots G4 centrally on each end 
of suitable size to receive the spacer bars I2 and 
I4 in the manner shown in Figs. 4 and 5'. Simi 
larly, the plates 8_8 and E2 are formed with slots 
@e on their opposite ends in which the spacer bars 
I2 and i4 are received. This method of support 
ing the gaskets and the plates 88 and 62 on 
the spacer bars i2 and i4 permits the gaskets 
and plates to be readily removed in the manner 
indicated in Fig. 4, that is, by tiiting the plate or 
gasket as the case may be until it can be lifted 
out. 
In order that the gaskets 58A may provide an 

effective seal between adjacent plates 68 and 62, 
it is necessary that the assembly of plates and 
gaskets be tightly clamped together. To this end 
means is provided for clamping the follow head 
and the stationary head together with the assem 
bly of plates and gaskets 58 therebetween as 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Any desired clamping 
means may be employed, but in accordance with 
the preferred' construction illustrated in the 
drawings, the clamp-ing means comprises a series 
of rods E513v having> heads ïi) on one end thereof. 
It has been found that very satisfactory clamping 
can be obtained by employing six of the rods 68 
positioned as indicated in Fig. 1 and extending 
through aligned openings in the stationary head 
I8 and the follow» head 54. Although the rods 
68 could be inserted first through either the fol 
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flow head 54 or the stationary head l0, it has been 
found preferable to insert these rods first through ' 
the follow head 54 so that the heads 1.0 on the 
rods 68 engage against the outer surfaceof the 
follow head 54. This arrangement has been found 
to give less trouble with the stripping of the 
threads on the ‘rods 68 or the cooperating nuts 
12 which are preferably permanently secured to 
the outer face of the stationary head l0. An 
ample thread portion is provided on the rod 68 
so that these rods 68 may be easily engaged in 
the nuts 12 and then drawn up until the desired 
clamping pressure is applied. . 
The construction of the gaskets 58 forms an 

important part of this invention. In a plate vand 
gasket heat exchanger of the type shown, the 
fluids between which heat is to be exchanged 
are arranged to flow on the opposite sides of 
each of the plates 60, and 62 so that the heat 
exchange occurs in each instance through a 
plate 60 or a plate 62. The gaskets 58 in addi 
tion to sealing between the plates 60 and 62 
to prevent the fluids between which heat is being 
exchanged from escaping from the machine, also  
direct the flow of ñuid over the plane surfaces 
of the plates 60er 62, as the case may be. Fluids 
between which heat is to be exchanged are ad 
mitted through a head such as the head I0 or 
the head 54 and must be conducted past certain 
gaskets and plates in order to reach plates and 
gaskets spaced from lthe head where the par 
ticular iiuid is admitted. Thus, fluids are di 
rected past the gasket 58 through the openings 
14 and 16 provided in one end thereof. A simi 
lar purpose of directing fluids past plates 60 
and 62 is served by openings 18 and 80 in plate 
88 and 82 and 84 in plate 62. In this connec 
tion it may be pointed out that plates 60 and 
52 are identical in form, except for the loca 
tion of the openings 18,A 80, 82 and 84 therein. 
Furthermore, these plates 60 and 62 are merely 
typical of the type of plates which may be used 
in an assembly of plates and gaskets such as 
the assembly 56. Although the openings 18, 80, 
32 and 84 in the plates 60 and 62 are so lo, 
cated as to align properly with the gasket 58, 
it is within the scope of the invention to ern 
ploy plates having openings in any one, two, 
three or all of the four corners of the plate, 
depending upon the manner in which it is de 
sired to direct iiuids between which heat is to . 
be exchanged through the heat exchanger desig 
nated generally 50. U . 

Except for the number and location of the 
openings, such as 18, 80 etc., all of the plates 
68 and 62 are preferably identical in construc 
tion and are formed of a thin rigid material, 
preferably thin sheet metal and where food 
products are 'to be ̀ handled they are preferably 
stainless steel. The opposite broad faces of these 
plates are plain and substantially parallel and 
are preferably polished smooth. The thickness of 
the plates can be varied as desired and prefer 
ab-ly is varied somewhat, depending upon the 
pressure to be employed. For pressures under 
about 50 pounds per square inch, 18-gauge stain- ` 
less steel has been found to be entirely satis 
factory. The size of the plates can likewise 
vary as desired, so long as the gaskets are pro->> 
portioned to the size of the plates. It has been 
found, however, in practice that plates about 
12 inches wide by about 36 inches long give very 
satisfactory results. 
Coming back now again to the gasket 58 

which as stated forms an important part of 
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the> structure, it is pointed out that this gasket 
preferably consists of a rigid template such as the 
sheet steel 86 each element of which is encased 
in a suitable covering of resilient material 88. 
It has been found preferable to form the resilient 
covering of neoprene synthetic rubber composi 
tion, and this is particularly true when food is 
being handled. The configuration of the tem 
plate 86 is identical with that of the gasket 58. f 
Although it is an important characteristic of 

the gasket 58 that it is in one piece, it in reality 
comprises two parts, one of which designated 
as 90 directs the flow of iiuid over‘the surface 
of a plate 60 or` 62 and the other of which 
designated as 92 provides sealed ports through 
which fluid is directed past the gasket 58. Here 
tofore these two parts 90 and 92 have been 
formed as separate gaskets, because it is essen 
tial, particularly for food handling, that leak 
age between ports such as 14 and 16 and the 
channels in the portion 90 be absolutely pre 
vented by providing means for directing leak 
age from the ports or channels to the atmosphere. 
This is done by means of what is called a leak 
detector slot which is interposed between ports 
14 and 16 and the channels in the portion 90. 
In gasket constructions heretofore known the 

inclusion of the leak detector groove has neces 
sitated forming the gasket in two separate parts. 
The present invention provides means whereby 
a leak detector groove designated as 94 may be 
provided without necessitating the formation of 
gasket 58 in two separate portions. This means _~ 
takes the form of ear portions 96 formed on the 
opposite sides of- the gasket 58 thereby per 
mitting the leak detector slot 94 to extend out ` 
beyond the edges of the plates 60 or 62 and 
communicate with the atmosphere, or, to put 
it another way, the ear portions 96 formed on 
the template 86 provide a connection between 
the portion 90 and the portion 92 of the gasket. 
The leak detector slot 94 extends across the 
gasket 58 as shown and also extends entirelyv 
through its thickness so that leakage on either ` 
face of the gasket 58 from the port 14 or the 
port 16 or the portion 90 of the gasket must 
necessarily enter the leak detector slot 94 andv 
pass to the atmosphere at one end of the slot 
94 and cannot reach either port from the por- Í 
tion 90 or reach the' portion 90 from either port. 
Although it has vbeen found convenient to prof 'f 
vide the ears 96 on both sides of the gasket 58, 
it will be apparent many of the advantages of 
the structure can be obtained by providing an 
ear on only one side since this is suilicient Vto 
permit the slot 94 to be extended far enough 
to communicate with the atmosphere. Y 
So long as the leak detector slot 94 is located 

between the channels of the gasket which direct 
ñuid over the surface of a plate such as 60 or 
62 and any ports directing fluid past the gasket» 
58, the configuration of the gasket may take any . 
of a wide variety of forms within the scope of the 
present invention. The configuration of the 
gasket 58 illustrated is a preferred structure and 
permits the use of the same gasket for directing 
the ñow of both the fluids between which heat is 
to be exchanged. 
The portion 90 or” the gasket 58 necessarily is 

provided with a continuous peripheral portionA 
comprising side members 98 and |00 and end 
members |02 and |04. In addition to this con 
tinuous peripheral portion, the gasket is pro 
vided with three ribs or vanes |06, |08 and ||0 
by means of which a fluid entering either at the 
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poi-nt 1I |21 th‘roug-h an ‘opr‘zni-ngr` such as l»tl‘íeppenà.- 
ing180 f'inf the nplatel 60 or; thei point .2| I 4 -îthrougli‘ ‘ai 
corresponding` opening;v (not. shown) is caused'Jtorl 
ñow acrossithe: surface of: two'~ plates» 60h' or ’62 .i 
between whichy the particular.~` gasket. 58:“ is 
clamped ̀in the> pathv lyingibetween'the peripheral` 
portionlûûtan'd’the rib 1| IIIiIofIthe gasket;` From` 
this ‘..channel .the :fluid is1 directed aroundlth’e end' 
of if the;y rib I I0.> and lupllbetween .the-«ribs» I I0 and" 
|08 around‘theendl‘of 'therib .I 08,'.do'wnfbetw'een 
the “ribs |06 îand` I 08;.”.aroundzfthe1send fluff-the: rib; 
|06. and ‘.up;.between `the^rih I 06f-andthe :aperiph‘f 
eral.:v portion" 08 4to thegp‘oint f I |2'~»from1: which? it , 
passesvthroughçanopening in one of theiplatesf: 
between" which~ it .isolarnped and. isxconductedi 
to 'another .gasket or; out fof "the "heat exchanger; 
Itzwill bezunderstood that'gthe channelajust de 

scribed; extending,fromr-thefpoint 1| I 4~fto the .point II2‘v` is provided by:` openings which extend' 

through .the full :thickness 'of the .-gasket.: Thus A 
fluid :entering p the point` I I 4 g andl ¿ íiowings@ down ~ 
between the peripheral portion |0D~and the vane 
|I0« is‘rin contact with both of the metal plates 
between which the gasket 58-is clamped. 

One- gasket 5ft-is. positioned Iwith-:the Vportsv'Idî 
and 'I6~1owe1‘most, and the znext'gasket is‘posi` 
tioned >with these ports uppermost,»etc.» Inv this 
wayl one ̀ oiîfthe Atwo ñuids between which ̀ heatis 
toube. exchanged isconducted through theheat` 
exchanger .âûlfrom one plate overwhich it flows 
tothe next plate overfwhichit flows through! a 
headerorheadersformed by. aligned openings in 
plates.. and gaskets along.. thev bottomr of theY 
exchanger 50, and theother fluidis conducted 
througha similar header or headers in thetop 
of the exchangerv 50."l 4 
In order to support plates such v»as 60' and BZÁ 

adjacent openings such as 18, 80;' ete,y on .the 
sidem which is .in communication with afpointï 
||2'or`||4‘of`a gasket‘58~for instance, fingers 
IIB and'II8 are .provided (th'ef opposite Iside of 
the plate 60 or 62 being in~ engagernent‘with’Í` an . 
end 92 of ’the'gask'et 58). These .fingers extend 
from the peripheral portion |02`“of the gasket> 
58 longitudinallyofand centrallyvof the channels " 
extending _'respectively?betweenV peripheral Á por 
tion-|00 rand vaner I I0 andperipheral portion |08` 
andvane |06.- As'may-'be seenrinfîig; '7;' the" 
ñngers l| I5 and lI I 0 ̀ are' long ‘enoughso‘ that their 
ends íare'located inwardly ofith'e peripheral por-' 
tion` |04) of'adjacent gaskets‘58 wherebythese"r 
fingers together with ̀ otherfparts‘of ‘ theY same‘ 
gasket-lying oppositefto the said adjacent periph-f 
eral ï portions |E¢l~~ insures 'good-1 sealingv Contact 
between'the opposite'facesof the'peripheral por- - 
tion '» |001` and‘the plates Vbetween-whioh'it is’ 
clamped'. Referring to Fig. '7 itwillbe'seen` that 'l 
at a point-suchas the- point I205`a'» plate- would-f' 
befdprovided> with relatively ~ poor f supportl onifits 
left-hand ̀ side- were it -notäforl the' ñ'hger " I I8."` 
Fingers 'I I6 land I I8 vthusroooperate with »the leak 
detector'î slot `91|’ in preventingV leakageff'between» 
al port ‘I4 or ‘IEï and' the' portion.v S0? off? the' 
gasket' 58; 
Gasket 58 may befformed of anyldesired thick# 

ness within the scope‘of theinvention; VIt is lprefâ 
erable, however, that it‘be'relati'vely-thin since-lit 
is'by this means that most effective heat exchange-2 
is obtained. Plate and gasket heat ‘exchangers-of 
the type‘shown depend largely for their effective 
ness upon ̀ the'fact that the/heat«exch'angeftakesa 
place between relatively yshallów- ñöwing 'streamsß 
of ' the' ñuids between which heat'fis Atoßibe'ßexà ~ 
changed. A preferredî over-'al1 thickness.».for1gas~» 
ket A58 is about one-eighth'ioffan inch;A Preferred? 
widthforf the: channelslsuchl» asf` the channelîi75 lwhere-.it canv pass-through1the~openíng 84-»irr 

lOl 

of ïm'ensions. are ymerely'A illustrative and that they 
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fomedubetweengmef. peripheral ‘portlont |00." and 2. 

tlreìfluid how-ingr'overftheîsurface of >alplate i60 or.rv 

thìckflandfiabout »twoïinchesiiwideçr 'I‘hesei stream: 
dimensions; however;` ̀are.' givenV .only as- illustra'y 
tions and i' asi: a.: preferred lembodiment . and » are Y 

not torbeifregard‘edl asilimitationssince it is lwlthê 
in'fthe scope-of> theiinven‘tion» to use »otherfstreamlA 
dirnensions-äifïdeslred.; Byfwayfofxfurther illus-V 
trationç» the template forïtlíeírone-eighth inch' 
gasketî preferably? formed; of:A 22-'gau'ge-i sheet » 
steel and is coated withlneopreneito. give.V the. 
gasket an over-all .thickness of about`120ïto about 

f. 130thousandths of an.inch',lthîat is, approximately. 
oneeeighthfiofan' inch. Still'v further illustrat 
ing; Awhenî employing; stainless. steel vplates twelve 1 
inchesÀ ewide; .it lis »preferablel that the ' small ears: 
96.1011 thefgasketsëäß ¿project about three-fourths f 

.sof . an "inch'beyond'f the edge of ¿the ‘stainless ' steel » 
plate. on . either l side iasseen for. example in Fig; 
5 .and that ends of 'fthe slot 94«project out beyond: 
theisteel plate-.about.three-eighths of an-inch. 
Itisi againv pointedfout.' however, .that these,l di-v 

mayrb‘e varied .as desired so longas-they slot 94 
projects far. enough‘vto .communicate with the at 
mospherefon at leastzone side'ofvthezmachine. 

Fig'...8:shows a ñowdiagramfor one-.particular 
embodiment of this inventionof'which there are 
many; Forpurposesof-illustrating íiow in this 
ñgure; .it has been'necessaryftoîshowI the parts 2 
exploded and toomit from the drawing the details 1 
of-‘thestructure vof the gasket 58.` It is to be un 
derstood;y however; .that eachamember designated » 
58~in-:Fig. 8 is actually' identical with ̀ thergasket4 
58ishown in Figi'ô. . A1so:in"Fig.'8 the yheavy line f 
|22 shows. the pathv of .flow ̀ of ïone‘ fluid 'and the . 
light .ïlin'e' E23 shows ̀the .path of 'ñow'of the other 
zfluidy. Starting at the .left-hand side of Fig. 8 
withthe stationaryV head. I0, it may be'seenr that  
the fluid- forswhich‘the path. ofAñow-,is indicated = 
byfth'eheavy; black1line:.|22 enters’ through a 
port |24 Iinf-’the'stationary.head I0 and'ñows up 

y wardly, theni down; then up'. again, thendown 
‘in’ the;:channels provided ̀ by thergasket f58'a. be 
tween the stationary I‘head I 0f andathe plate ’G2-a 
untilY it ¿comes ‘to the point designated 1| 2I5A where - 
it ableitozenter: the opening ¿82 ,in thel plate .` 
|ì2-;a.y Itïpa'sses‘ through lthissopening, through 
the alignedopening 14 inthe gasket 58-b, through 
the alignedopening :18 :in the-plate 60-a,v from 
which it enters channels providedzby: the gasket. 
5B¢c between the plates ‘60+a'5an'd. 62.-'binl which 
itflows untilîqit ¿comesuto'thepoint 4.|28 where it« 

"'can'îenter. theopening 825m. plate .B2-B fromA 
which-.it passes through ._theopening. 'I6 in the. 
gasket 58-î-d; through'lthe'openingJ'Ißï-in the plate. 
GII-'13, from which itî'can enter the .channels pro 
vided by.theagasketiâßèe'between the vplate BU-b 

60"and the follow headJâlI: These Achannels guide it 
between'plate'ßûïb and follow head 54 until even 
tually it comes to".l the point` |30 where itcan 
enter the opening1|32 inthe follow Ahead 54 and' 
ìleaveitheimachine; The other? liquid the path of l' 
flow of which'fisv designatedlibythelight line |23; 
preferably will Vbefadr'nitted through the opening 
I34-'inV the >'follow head 54,- passing Vthrough theH 
alignedv opening '|6‘ïin Vvthev gasket 58-ie, through 

1 the opening Bûfin'the'plate 60417, from which it 
enters'thechannels provided by thev gasket 58:41` 

In thesevv 
channels it is guided between ythese-»plates alongI 
the path' indicated vuntilÉ it'fcomes to the point |36 
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plate 62-b through the opening 'M in gasket 58-c, 
through the opening 88 in plate Gil-a and into 
the channels provided by the gasket 58-b be 
tween plates 50-:1 and t'â-a. At the end of these 
channels at point |38 the fluid passes into and 
through the opening 8f3 in plate 62-a, through 
the aligned opening l5 in gasket 53-0. and out of 
the machine through the opening |40 in the sta 
tionary head I0. 
Referring back to Figs. l, 2 and fl it is pointed 

out that it is preferred to provide sanitary ports, 
such as |42 and |55, located respectively on the 
follow head 54 and the stationary head I0 to ad 
mitl food products to or discharge them from the 
exchanger. On the other hand, non-food prod 
ucts or cooling or heating media such as steam, 
brine, cold water, etc. may be admitted or dis 
charged through any desired type of port, for ex 
ample, ports provided by drilling and tapping the 
head I0 or the follow head 54 to receive ordinary 
water pipe, such as the pipe sections |46 and |48 
shown in Figs. l and 2. 

Fig. 9 illustrates a cold plate designated gener 
ally |50 which is adapted to be used in combina 
tion with a pair of gaskets 5B such as have been 
described above and with plates such as the plates 
60 and 62 or other similar plates, of which there 
are a wide variety as described above, differing 
only in the number and location of the openings 
therethrough. As may be readily seen in Fig. 9 

A the cold plate |50 has the same general configu 
ration as the gaskets 58. It is, however, prefer 
ably formed of a rigid material and is preferably 
somewhat thicker than the gaskets 50. By way 
of illustration the plate |50 might be a casting 
and is preferably formed of metal such as alumi 
num', steel' or the like. ' Y \ 

The plate |58 further differs from the gasket 
58 in that it is provided with a continuous tube 
|52 which extends through the side walls ofthe 
plate as at |54 and |55 and extends from these 
points around through the channels in the plate 
|50 as indicatedin the drawings. The thickness 
of the plate V|50 will _be determined by the di 
ameter of the tube |52, that is, the plate |50 will 
always have a thickness greater than the di 
a'meter of the tube |52 so that the tube |52 may 
extend wholly'` within the space between the 
planes of the broad faces of the plate |50. The 
particular form ofthe tube |52 shown is, how 
ever, merely illustrative. Thus, for example, in 
stead of running a single piece of tubing of uni 
form diameter through the full length of the 
channels, tubing headers can be extended lateral 
ly of the channels from the inlet and exit and 
lengths of tubing, if desired, of smaller diameter 
extended between ̀ the headers in the vvarious 
straight portions of the channels or any other de 
sired arrangement may be used. Y‘ ‘  ` ' 

Freon gas or other refrigerant in compressed 
form will be supplied to the tube |52 and expand 
ed therein as itpasses through the portion of the 
tube |52 extending Within the conñnes of the 
plate |50, exerting »a refrigerating effect within 
the tube |52. As in the embodiment of the in 
vention described above, the plate |50 with a 
gasket 58 on either face will be clainped between 
a pair of plates such as the plates 60 and 62 shown 
so that in the clamping arrangement relatively 
thick channels will be provided as indicated at |58 
in Fig. 10 which shows the elements in assembled 
relation. Preferably the space in these relative 
ly thick channels which is not occupied by the 
tube |52 will be filled with a medium having good 
heat transfer properties, for example, water, or 
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alternatively water may be supplied through the 
opening 'I8 in plate 60 to enter the thick channels 
designated |58 in which it will iiow up and down 
between the plates 60 and 62 until it reaches the 
opening 82 in the plate 62, from which it will pass 
out of the heat exchanger or be directed else 
where in the heat exchanger. 
In a complete heat exchanger the assembly, in 

cluding the cold plate |50 and the two gaskets 58, 
would simply replace alternate gaskets 50 in the 
ilow diagram shown in Fig. 8, for example, leav 
ing the remainder of the assembly as shown, or 
the assembly including the cold plate | 50 and 
the pair of gaskets 58 could be substituted in any 
heat exchange structure of the type described 
herein for alternate gaskets 58. The heat ex 
change medium in the thick channels designated 
as |58 whether stationary or iiowing will be cooled 
by the expansion of the refrigerant within the 
tube |52 and will in turn cool the adjacent plates 
60 and 62 thereby cooling the medium to be cooled 
which is flowing over the opposite faces of the 
plates 80 and 62. The purpose in employing tube 
|52 for the refrigerant and surrounding it with 
the medium having good heat transfer properties 
is to minimize the possibility that the liquid 
medium being cooled will be cooled to such an ex 
tent that it will solidify within the heat ex-` 
changer. 

Fig. 11 illustrates an alternative cold plate 
construction |60. This would take the place of 
the plate |50 and the two associated gaskets 58. 
rïlhis plate |60 is constructed in the same way as 
the plate |59 with the single exception that it 
is provided with a coating |62 of neoprene or 
other resilient material in the same manner as 
the template for gaskets 58 is provided with a 
coating of neoprene or other resilient material. 
The thickness of the plate |50 which ‘may be 
employed as a template for the plate |65 may 
be varied as desired to give any desired thick 
ness to the channels |64 provided therein 
through which the tube |52 extends. The resil 
ient coating |62 will permit the plate |60 to sim 
ply be substituted for a gasket 58 in an assembly 
such 4as illustrated in Fig. 8, that is, plates such 
as 60 and 82 will be clamped directly against the 
opposite faces of plate |60. Attention is particu 
larly directed at this point to the fact that both 
the plate |50 and the plate |60 include a leak 
detector slot |66, as illustrated in Fig. 9, similar 
to the slot 94 provided in the gaskets 58, al 
though this may be omitted from the plate |50 
when it is used in combination with gaskets 58, 
since the slots 94 in these gaskets will be ade 
quate to carry off to the atmosphere any leakage. 

Figs. 12, 13 and 14 illustrate still another form 
of cold plate designated generally |68. In Fig. 12 
the middle one of the three cold plates shown in 
the exploded view has portions broken away and 
the remainder of the interior construction indi 
cated by dotted lines. As may be seen in this iig 
ure the plate |68 is of sandwich ‘type construc 
tion including a body portion |10 sandwiched 
between a pair of facing plates |12 and |'|l|> which 
plates may be identical in construction with 
plates such as plates Sil and 52 previously de 
scribed. The body |76 like the gasket 53 and the 
plate |50 previously described includes a flow 
directing portion |76 which may be constructed 
to direct flow along any desired path but prefer 
ably directs iiow in the path indicated in the 
same manner as the gasket 58 and the plate |59. 
The upper end of the body |68 is provided with 
ports |78 and |80 similar to the ports l5 and 
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~I6 in the gasket 58. It does not, however, have 
the leak detector slot of gasket 58 since such 
slot is not required in the plate |66 for reasons 
which will become apparent. Extending through 
the edge wall of the body |68 into the opposite 
ends of the channel |82 along which body 
|68 directs flow are a pair'of tubes |84 and |86 
through one of which a fluid medium can be 
directed into the channel |82 and after flowing 
ythe length of the channel may be directed out of 
the other. 

It will b'e noted that the plate |68 differs from 
the constructions previously described in that it 
includes as integral parts thereof the heat ex 
change plates |12 and |14, corresponding to 
plates 60 and 62 and which in the other con 
structions are in each instance separate from 
the flow directing member. The body |10 is pref 
erably formed of rigid material preferably metal 
such as steel, aluminum or the like, the particu 
lar kind of metal used being selected with regard 
to the material which kis to be introduced and 
removed through the tubes |84 and |86. For ex 
ample, 'the body |10 might be a metal casting 
ora piece of sheet metal routed or otherwise cut 
out `to provide the vchannels |02 and drilled 'er 
votherwise cut to provide the ports |73 vand |80, 
the space bar receiving slots ISBand |80 and the 
openings |92 and |94 for the tubes |84 and |86. 
The plates |12 and |14 Yare then suitably secured 
to the body |10. In accordance with the pre 
ferred construction the body will be of metal 
such as steel and the plates >|12 and |121., par 
ticularly if the plate |68 is to be used to cool a 
food product, will beformed of stainless steel and 
polished on their outer faces. These plates |12 
and |14 are then welded to Vthe body |88 around 
the entire periphery of the flow directing por 
tion |16 and also about each of the ports |18 and 
v|80 to insure against any leakage from the ports 
|18 and |80 or from the channels v|82 between 
either the plate |12 or the plate |14 and the 
body |10. By this means the 'plate |68 becomes 
an integral structure containing within its in 
terior channels |82 in which ñow maybe di 
rected across the surface of each of plates '|12 
'and |14 and providing on its exterior heat ex 
changing surfaces over which a fluid medium 
may be directed to exchange heat with the ̀ fluid 
medium flowing in the channels |82, 

Plate |68 is designed to receive a refrigerant 
such as a compressed refrigerant gas through 
one of the tubes |84 and |86 which will -then 
expand in the channels |82 and eventually leave 
through the other tube, meanwhile exerting a 
refrigerant effect on the heat exchange plates 
|12 and |14, although the plate |68 could be 
used to handle media other than a refrigerant. 
It will be noted that this plate |68 diiïers Vfrom 
plates |50 and |80 -i'n that the refrigerant is -in 
vdirect contact with the adjacent heat exchange 
plates-instead of being contained 'in 'tubes with 
in the> channels |82. 

Asv suggested above, plate |68 requires no leak 
detectorslot because the Weldedconstruction pre 
cludes leakage. Similarly because only the me 
dium which is to exchange heat with that circu 
lating in channels |82 is directed through 'the 
heat exchanger past the various plates »and gas 
kets, the ygaskets |96 designed for use with the 
plate |98 likewise do not require leak detector 
slots. These gaskets |96 to be used with the 
plate |68 preferably have the configuration indi 
cated in Fig. 12. In general they are preferably 
of the same construction as the gasket 58 in 
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cluding a template the elements of which are 
encased in a material such as neoprene. As in 
the gasket 58 the flow directing portions of the 
gasket |96 may take any desired form, although 
preferably they will have the form indicated in 
the drawings. It will be apparent that when the 
parts of an assembly, as indicated in Figs. 12 and 
13, consisting in order of plate |68, a gasket |96, 
a plate |68 and so on, are clamped together as 
indicated in Fig. 13 and as described in connec 
tion with previous constructions including other 
plates and gaskets, a fluid medium introduced in 
to ports |18 or |80 will enter the channels |98 
provided in the gasket |96 and in these channels 
will be caused to Vilow yover the surface of the ad 
jacent cold plates |68 eventually coming to the 
other of the ports |18 or |80 from which it can 
be directed out of the heat exchanger. As will 
be apparent an assembly of plates |68 and gaskets 
|96 shown in Fig. 13 and designated generally 
200 may be supported on a frame structure such 
as is shown in Figs. l and 2 or, alternatively, may 
be supported in any desired manner. Similarly 
it may be ̀ clamped together in any desired way. 
While plates |50, |60 land |68 are described above 
as cold plates designed to receive a refrigerant, 
it will be apparent that any of these or similar 
plates, particularly plate |68, are not limited in 
use to cooling since any other desired duid me 
dium, >such as steam, for example, may be di 
rected through these plates in place of the re 
frigerant, and heat exchange medium surround 
ing the tubes in plate |50 and |60 will serve to 

l decrease the intensity of the heat exchange effect. 
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For the 'purpose of >introducing refrigerant or 
other medium into the plates |68 and removing 
it through tubes |84 and |86 it is preferable to 
provide headers 202 and 204 which extend along 
side of the assembly 200 as indicated in Fig. 13. 
Relatively long flexible connections 206 and 208 
extend from the headers 202 and 204, respective 
ly, up to the tubes |86 and |88, respectively. The 
relatively long Aflexible connections are provided 
to permit the plates |68 and gaskets |96 to be 
separated for .purposes of cleaning. 
In lthe above description all of the plates and 

gaskets to be supported on a frame such as that 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, are indicated as being 
provided with slots on their opposite ends in 
which the spacer bars |2 and I4 'are received. If 
desired, these slots 4particularly on the upper end 
may be replaced with holes extending through 
the plate or gasket as the case may be and en 
tirely enclosed by the material of the plate or 
gasket thus permitting the plate or >gasket to be 
suspended particularly from the upperfspacer bar 
|2 and to be removable only by removing the 
spacer bar I2 which can, however, be readily ac 
complished particularly when the spacer bar I2 
is constructed as above described. 

It iis :an important >advantag'eof this invention 
that it :provides for the first ‘time/a lone-piece 
gasket adapted to be used in combination with 
plane surfaced heat exchange> plates .in a ñlm type 

' Aheat :exchanger and which includes vmeans in the 
form of a leak detector 'slot for preventing any 
leakage of one of two fluid media between which 
heat is being exchanged into the channels or 
headers through which the other fluid media is 
being directed. The leak detector slot extending 
yentirely through the thickness of the gasket and 
communicating with the exterior of the heat ex 
changer provides an area within the coniinesfof 
the gasket which is at atmospheric .pressure and 
toward which any leakage of either ñuid medium 
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which is under pressure in the heat exchanger 
will tend to move in preference to moving toward 
the other high pressure area in which the other 
fluid medium is flowing. ` 

Still another important advantage of the gasket ~ 
58 resides in the ability of this gasket to serve as 
the sole spacing means between the heat ex 
change plates clamped against its opposite faces. 
This advantage is realized when the resilient cas 
ing for gasket 58 is a resilientneoprene com-l 
position or other similar resilientcom position that 
does not flow appreciably under the heat and/or 
pressures encountered in the heat exchangers in 
which gasket 58 is used. Another feature of 
Vgasket 58 as well as other similar heat exchanger' 
members disclosed herein Awhich contributes to 
the capacity of gasket 58 and of the other similar 
members such as cold plate Ißll to serve as the 
sole spacing means between adjacent heat ex 

. change plates is the relatively broad area of con-ë 
tact of the gasket or othergpart with the heat 
exchange plates which is provided by giving the 
gasket or other part the configuration shown 
therein or some similar configuration. Further, 
Vby providing the plate supporting lingers on theïl 
opposite ends of the channels through which the 
media are directed over the surface of the heat 
exchange plates the heat exchange plates are 
ñrmly supported adjacent openings therethrough 
and opposite the leak detector slot on the adia- " 
cent gaskets to further prevent leakage. 
The novel coldplate construction also provides 

a desirable modification of heat exchanger con 
struction and has the advantage of being readily 
substituted in existing heat exchangers for por- ' 
tions thereof. Other advantages of the invention 
will be apparent from the foregoing description. 

It is apparent that many widely different em 
bodinients of this invention maybe made without 
departing from the spirit and scope thereof and 
therefore it is not intended to be limited except 
as indicated in the appended claims. 

I claim: 
I. A heat exchanger for exchanging heat be 

tween iluid media comprising a series of thin heat 
exchange plates, one-piece gaskets readily sep 
arable from said plates and each interposed be 
tween an adjacent pair of said plates and means 
for releasably clamping together said series of 
plates with said gaskets therebetween, each of 
said plates being formed with ports for said fluid 
media, said gaskets each having an opening there 
through forming a channel communicating with 
said ports for directing the flow of one of said 
media over the surfaces of the pair of plates be 
tween which said gasket is interposed and having 
another opening therethrough for directing the 
flow of another of said media past said gasket 
and each of said ̀ gaskets having a slot extending 
through said gasket from one face to the other 
thereof 4between said gasket openings and ex 
tending across the width of said gasket channel 
out toward at least one edge of said gasket be 
yond the edges of said plates to receive leakage 
from either of said gasket openings before it 
reaches the other gasket opening and conduct 
said leakage to the exterior of said exchanger. 

2. A heat exchanger for exchanging heat be 
tween fiuid media comprising a series of thin heat 
exchange plates, one-piece gaskets readily sepa 
rable from said plates and each interposed be 
tween an adjacent pair of said plates and means 
for releasably clamping together said series of 
plates with said gaskets therebetween, each of 
said plates being formed with ports for said fluid 
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media, said gaskets each having an opening 

` therethrough forming a channel communicating 
with said ports for directing the flow of one of 
said media over the surfaces of the pair of plates 
between which said gasket is interposed and hav 
ing another opening therethrough for directing 

Y the ñow of another of said media past said gasket, 
each of said gaskets having an ear extending be 
yond the edges of said heat exchange plates and 
a slot extending through said gasket from one 
face to the other thereof between said gasket 
openings and extending across the width of said 
gasket channel out toward at least one edge of 
said gasket and into said ear beyond the edges 
of said plat-es to receive leakage from either of 
said gasket openings before it reaches the other 
gasket opening and conduct said leakage to the 
exterior of said exchanger. 
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3. A heat exchanger for exchangingv heat be 
tween fluid media comprising a series of thin heat 
exchange plates, one-piece gaskets each separable 
from and interposed between an adjacent pair of 
said plates, each of said gaskets comprising a 
template and a body of resilient material encasing 
`each element of said template and means for re 
leasably clamping together said series of plates 
with said kgaskets therebetween, each of said 
plates being formed with ports for said iiuid 
media, said gaskets each having an opening 
therethrough forming an elongated channel com 
municating with said ports for directing the flow 
of one of said media over the surfaces of the pair 
of plates between which said gasket is interposed 
and having another opening therethrough for 
directing the flow of another of said'media past 
said-gasket and each of said gaskets having a slot 
extending therethrough from one face to the 
other thereof between said` gasket openings and 
extending across the width' of said gasket chan 
nel out toward at least one edge of said gasket 
beyond the edges of said plates to receive leakage 
from either of said gasket openings before it 
reaches the other gasket opening and conduct 
said leakage to the exterior of said exchanger. 

4. A heat exchanger for exchanging heat 
between ñuid media comprising a series of thin 
heat exchange plates, one-piece gaskets each sep 
arable from and interposed between an adjacent 
pair of said plates, each of said gaskets compris 
ing a template and a body of resilient material 
encasing each element of said template and 
means for releasably clamping together said 
series of plates with said gaskets therebetween, 
each of said plates being formed with ports for 
said fluid media, said gaskets each having an 
opening 'therethrough forming an elongated 
channel communicating with said ports for di 
recting the flow of one of said media over the 
surfaces of the pair of plates between which said 
gasket is interposed and having another opening 
therethrough for directing the flow of another of 
said media past said gasket, an ear on each gasket 
extending beyond the edges of said plates and 
each of said gaskets having a slot extending 
through said gasket from one face to the other 
thereof between said gasket openings and extend 
ing across the width of said gasket channel out 
toward. at least one edge of said gasket and into 
said ear beyond the edges of said plates to receive 
leakage from either of said gasket openings be 
fore it reaches the other gasket opening and 
conduct said leakage to the exterior of said ex 
changer. 

5. A heat exchanger for exchanging heat 
between fluid media comprising a series of thin 
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heat exchange plates., .one-piece gaskets each 
vseparable from Aand interposed .between an ad 
jacent pair of .said plates and comprising a 
template and a body 4of resilient neoprene com 
position encasing each element of said template, 
and means .for releasably clamping together said 
series of plates with said gaskets therebetween, 
each of said plates being formed with ports for 
said fluid media, said gaskets each `having van 
opening therethrough forming a thin, elongated 
channel communicating with said ports for 
directing'the flow of one of said media over the 
surfaces of the pair of plates between which said 
gasket is interposed and having another open 
ing therethrough -for directing the how of an 
other of said media ̀ past saidfgasket, an ear on 
each‘ofrsa-id encased templates extending beyond 
the edges of said plates and a slot extending 
through each gasket from one face to the other 
thereof between said gasket openings and ex 
tending across the Width of said gasket channel 
out »toward at least one edge of said gasket and 
into said ear beyond the edges'of said plates to 
receive leakage from Aeither of said gasket open 
ings before «it reaches the other gasket opening 
and conduct said leakage to the exterior of said 
exchanger. 

6. A heat exchanger for exchanging heat be 
tween .ñuid media comprising a series of 'thin heat 
exchange-plates each formed with ports for said 
ñuid media, one-piece gaskets each separable 
from and ̀ interposed 'between an adjacent pair 
of said plates and'means‘for releasably clamping 
ytogether said series of plates with said gaskets 
therebetween, said Agaskets each having an'open 
ing therethrough forming fa channel overlying 
and‘communicating with Asaidports for directing 
the 110W of one of said ̀ media over the surfaces 
of the Vpair of plates between VWhich vsaid gasket is 
interposed and ,having another opening there 
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through r,for directing the ñowvof another of ysaid 
media past said gasket and each of said gaskets 
having a slot' extending through said gasket from 
one face to the other thereof between said gasket 
openings and extending across the width of said 
gasket channel out toward at least one edge of 
said gasket beyond the edges of said plates to 
receive leakage from either of said openings 
before it reaches the other gasket opening and 
conductsaid leakage to the exterior of said ex 
changer, and finger-shaped portions having a 
thickness equal to the full thickness of said gasket 
and extending therefrom longitudinally of said 
channel over and beyond an adjacent port of an 
adjacent plate for supporting said plate in the 
vicinity of said port. 

EDWIN K. KINTNER. 
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